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Abstract
Research work regarding 3 dimensional (3D) soft tissue imaging is very scarce, the reason behind that is that 3D imaging
modalities are either invasive, or expensive, or lack accuracy to a great extent.
Aim of the study: To develop a new, accurate and economical method for 3D soft tissue image construction to aid in the
assessment of facial esthetics.
Materials and Methods: Ten adult females were comprised in the current study. For each subject, a 3D video model
was constructed based on facial measurements taken after patient positioning using custom made patient positioning assembly. To check the reliability of this method certain measurements were compared between the patients’ faces and the
constructed 3D models.
Results: Excellent agreement was found in all measurements except for the “Inter-pupillary width” and the “Frontal
prominence”.
Conclusions: The presented technique proved to be an accurate, reproducible and economic method for 3D model construction.
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Introduction
Soft tissue appearance represents the primary concern among individuals seeking orthodontic treatment. Studies have shown that
soft tissue profile and facial esthetics should be the primary concern when planning for treatment. Assessment of facial appearance, although clearly a 3-dimensional (3D) problem, has been
attempted with two dimensional (2D) methods [1]. Moreover,

limited research work was found dealing with facial assessment
based on 3D imaging techniques, due to the invasiveness and the
high expenses of most of the 3D imaging modalities.
Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic resonance 3D imaging (MRI) provide a relatively accurate 3D method. Unfortunately,
both techniques are expensive and impractical for everyday use,
together with the fact that CT is highly invasive.
Other recent techniques include, morphanalysis [2], laser scanning [3, 4], stereolithography [5], 3D ultrasonography [6], 3D facial morphometry [7, 8], digigraph imaging [9], Moiré topography
[10], contour photography [11] and “Stereophotogrammetry”
[12]. These techniques are non-invasive, but some of them lack
accuracy, while others are highly expensive, time consuming and
non-practical [13].
Accordingly, there is a need for a simpler, accurate, less costly and
practical technique whereby, we would be able to assess the soft
tissue and facial features, thus raising the standard of care delivered to our patients. The aim of the current study was to develop
a new, accurate and economic method for 3 dimensional (3D)
soft tissue image construction, hence researchers can utilize this
technique and be able to analyze soft tissue facial features three
dimensionally.
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Materials and Methods
The sample of this study comprised ten adult females. For each
subject, a 3D video model was constructed based on facial measurements taken after patient positioning using custom made patient positioning assembly.
Patient positioning assembly

Long rigid bar; which extended vertically perpendicular to the
floor and parallel to the vertical axis, with one end inserted in the
tube of the small rigid bar moving freely so that it can be customized for each patient by sliding it through the tube and locking
with the tightening screw. The head support was attached to the
other end of the long rigid bar.

Head support: To assure the proper support of the patient's

A chair specially designed for this study was constructed. The
chair included the following parts (Figures 1,2):

head, a wooden U- shaped head rest was fabricated, which in turn
was attached to the long rigid bar of the back support.

The seat part: Consisted of a rounded pad that rotates freely

Cephalostat: Cephalostat used for capturing the lateral cephalo-

Back support: Consisted of two parts.

Certain landmarks on the patients’ faces were used to act as guidelines for checking the reproducibility and accuracy of the constructed 3D video model [14] (Table 1).

Small rigid bar; with one end soldered at a right angle to the
vertical axis, and the other end consisted of a hollow tube with a
tightening screw.

A high quality digital camera * was used to capture the photographs. To assure high precision and accuracy, the camera was
adjusted in three planes.

around a vertical axis. Five wings with vertical slots were soldered
to the vertical axis, so that a 45 degrees angle was maintained between each wing. The patient position was confirmed by locking
the seat part using a specially fabricated locking lever inserted in
each wing slot.

metric radiographs was used to ensure a proper and standardized
head support. The cephalostat was modified in order to allow for
patient rotation with the patient positioning assembly (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Patient positioning assembly.

Figure 2. A diagram representing the different components of the “Patient positioning assembly”.

Cross sectional view of the
seat part and the locking
lever

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Head support.
Back support (Long rigid bar).
Back support (Short rigid bar).
Seat part (Rounded pad)
Seat part (Vertical axis).
90 degrees wing slot.
45 degrees wing slot.
Locking lever.
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Figure 3. Cephalostat used to support the patient’s head in the natural head position.

Table 1. Frontal faciometric landmarks.

Trichion(Tc)
Soft tissue glabella (Gl)
Soft tissue nasion (N)
Pronasale (Pn)
Subnasale (Sn)

Upper stomion (USt)
Lower stomion (LSt)
Vermillion inferius (VI)
Soft tissue B (b)
Soft tissue menton (Mt)
Endocanthion (En)
Exocanthion (Ex)
Pupil (P)
Cheek prominence (Cp)
Tragion (Tg)
Chelion (Ch)

Midline Landmarks (arranged from top to bottom)
The most anterior midline point on the hairline
The most prominent midline point on the forehead
The most concave midline point in the frontal aspect of the bridge of the nose
The most prominent midline point on the tip of the nose
The midpoint of the angle at the columella base where the lower border of the
nasal septum and surface of the upper lip meet; not identical to the bony point
ANS or nasospinale.(Farkas)
The most inferior midline point on the upper lip.
The most superior midline point on the lower lip.
The most inferior midline point on the vermillion border of the lower lip.
The deepest midline point on the concavity between the lower lip and chin.
The most inferior midline point on the chin.
Bilateral Landmarks (arranged from top to bottom)
The medial canthus of the eye
The lateral canthus of the eye
The center of the pupil
The most prominent point on the cheek
The center of the tragus of the ear
The corner of the lips

Vertical: Adjustments were made so that the center of the camera lens maintained a vertical distance from the floor, equal to that
measured from the tip of the nose of each patient to the floor.

Antero-posterior: A constant distance (2 feet) was maintained
from the camera to the center of the chair.
Horizontal: The camera was adjusted to be parallel to the plane
being photographed (coronal, sagittal). This was achieved by the
aid of a line being drawn on the floor, which was parallel to the
mid plane of the patient.
After adjusting the patient positioning assembly, the cephalostat’s
ear rods, and frontal rod were disengaged just before capturing
the photographs. This was essential to be able to take all the face
details to construct the 3D video model accurately.
For 3D image reconstruction five extra-oral photographs were

captured for each subject (Figure 4).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Frontal at rest.
45 degrees at rest (Right side).
Profile at rest (Right side): the patient was adjusted to be
at exactly 90 degrees from the original frontal view, as confirmed by the chair.
45 degrees at rest (Left side).
Profile at rest (Left side): 90 degrees from the original frontal
view as confirmed by the chair.

Special software ** was employed for the current study in order
to construct the 3D models for the patients. The following clinical
measurements were needed during the construction procedure:
1.

Total facial height: The linear measurement from the
“Trichion”(T); hair line; to “Soft tissue Menton"(M); lowest
point on the contour of the soft tissue chin [15].
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2.

Zygomatic width: The linear measurement between the
right to the left soft tissue “zygion” (Zy); the most laterally
suited point on the zygomatic arch [16].

Other measurements were taken to perform a frontal and lateral
facial analysis, facial measurements taken directly on the patients
were compared to those on the 3D models.

Frontal facial Feature Analysis (FFFA): This comprised the

following measurements;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Interpupillar width (PR-PL)
Mouth width (ChR-ChL)
Intercanthus width (EnR-EnL)
Width of the eye (EnR-ExR)
Width of the eye (EnL-ExL)
ExR-TgR
ExL-TgL

Lateral Facial Feature Analysis (LFFA): This analysis included
the following measurements;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Frontal prominence (Gl-Tg)
Prominence of the bridge of the nose (N-Tg)
Prominence of the tip of nose (Pn-Tg)
Cheek Prominence (Cp-Tg)
Forehead length (Tc-N)
Middle anterior facial height (N - Sn)
Lower anterior facial height (Sn - Mt)
Upper half of the lower face (Sn-VI)
Lower half of the lower face (VI-Mt)
Upper third of lower face (Sn- USt)
Lower lip height (LSt-mt)
Lower third of lower face (b-Mt)

An “Outside caliper” was used for these measurements (Figure 5).
3D model construction
The extra oral photographs were digitized, and trimmed a little
behind the tragus of the ear and on the hairline. The photographs
were used to construct the 3D models with the aid of the computer software** (Figure 6).

Statistical analysis
The data were collected, tabulated and analyzed. A reproducibility index, called the concordance index coefficient (CCC), introduced by Lin, was used. It evaluates the agreement between 2
readings (actual and 3D model) by measuring the variation for
the 45° line through the origin (the concordance line). The CCC
measurements are accurate and precise. In addition, Kappa Cohen test was performed to obtain inter-observer agreement by
both actual and 3D model readings for each measurement.

Results
The results and comparisons between the actual facial measurements and digital models from frontal facial features analysis are
shown in Table (2) and Figure (7). The results were compared
for conformity and equivalency by using concordance correlation
coefficient (CCC) and Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) respectively.
Excellent agreement was obtained between both modalities for
all elements except “Inter-pupillary” width as its error percentage
between both readings was (14.77%) as listed in Table (2). Total
error percentage between both readings were (5.07%) indicating that there was approximately Good agreement between both
readings by using Kappa Cahen test for interobserver agreement,
as listed also in Table (1).
On the other hand, the results and comparisons between the
actual facial measurements and digital models from lateral facial
features analysis are shown in Table (3) and Figure (8). Also, the
results were compared for conformity and equivalency by using
concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) and Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) respectively.
Excellent agreement was obtained between both measuring modalities for all measuring elements except “Frontal prominence”
as its error percentage was (-1.47) as listed in Table (3). Total error
percentage between both readings were (1.81 %) indicating that
there was approximately good agreement between both readings
by using Kappa Cahen test for interobserver agreement, as listed
also in Table (3).

Figure 4. Photographs taken before 3D image reconstruction.

(a): Frontal at rest, (b): 45 degrees (Right), (c): Profile (Right), (d): 45 degrees (Left), (e): Profile (Left)
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Figure 5. Outside Caliper.

Figure 6. Screen shot of the 3D video model.

Figure 7. Scatter graph of method errors analysis of frontal facial features.
Frontal facial features analysis
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Figure 8. Scatter graph of method errors analysis of lateral facial features.
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Table 2. Analysis of method errors of frontal facial features.

1- Interpupillary width
2- Mouth width

Actual
Mean ± SD
4.4 ± 0.42
5.25 ± 0.002

Model
CCC
Mean ± SD
5.05 ± 0.071 0.556*
5.254 ± 0.002 0.778**

3- inter-canthus width

3.347 ± 0.424

3.347 ± 0.42

Frontal Facial Feature
Analysis (FFFA):

1.524**

PCC

Error
%

Total
error %

0.498
0.108

14.77
0.08

-5.7
0.26

1

.00

0

к

Inter-observer
Agreement
No Agreement
Good Agreement
Agreement by
chance
Good Agreement
Good Agreement

4- Width of the eye (right) 3.45 ± 0.071
3.1 ± 0.14
0.847** -0.272 -10.14
.75
5.07
5- width of the eye (left)
3.35 ± 0.212
3.1 ± 0.14
1.024** -0.337 -7.46
.85
6- Exocanthion to Tragus
7.649 ± 0.0041 7.75 ± 0.071 0.877** -0.298
1.32
.85 Good Agreement
(right)
7- Exocanthion to Tragus
7.885 ± 0.021 7.75 ± 0.071
1.012
-0.43
-1.71
.62 Good Agreement
(left)
CCC; Concordance index Coefficient, PCC; Pearson`s Correlation Coefficient, К; Kappa Cohen factor
*P<0.75; fair agreement
**P>0.75; excellent agreement
Table 3. Analysis of method errors of lateral facial features.
Actual
Model
Lateral Facial Feature
Error
Total
Inter-observer
CCC
PCC
к
Analysis (LFFA):
%
error %
Agreement
Mean ± SD Mean ± SD
1- Frontal Prominence
13.6 ± 0.14
13.4 ± 0.14
0.211* -0.003 -1.47
-1.2
No Agreement
(Glabella to Tg)
2- Prominence of the
bridge of the nose (N 12.35 ± 0.28 12.125 ± 0.035 0.879** -0.248 -1.82
.90
Good Agreement
to Tg)
3- Prominence of the
tip of the nose (P.N to 13.75 ± 0.35 13.45 ± 0.07
0.814** 0.444
-2.18
.15
Good Agreement
Tg)
4- Cheek Prominence
(Cheek prominence to
11 ± 0.25
10.675 ± 0.46 1.056** 0.283
-2.95
.35
Good Agreement
Tg)
5- Forehead Length
7.15 ± 0.92
7.125 ± 0.95
0.922** -0.069
-.35
.10
Good Agreement
(Trichion to Nasion)
6- Middle anterior facial
5.75 ± 0.78
5.55 ± 0.49
0.914**
-0.3
-3.48
.35
Good Agreement
height (N to S.N)
1.81
7- Lower anterior facial
7 ± 0.14
6.85 ± 0.06
0.974** 0.448
-2.14
.70
Good Agreement
height (S.N to M’)
8- Upper half of the
lower face (S.N to V.
3.45 ± 0.49
3.45 ± 0.49
1.74**
1
.00
0
Agreement by chance
border)
9- Lower half of the
lower face ( V. inferious 3.6 ± 0.42
3.7 ± 0.57
0.846** -0.067
2.78
.80
Good Agreement
to M’)
10- Upper third of the
lower face (S.N to U.
2.3 ± 0.14
2.305 ± 0.13
0.932** 0.117
.22
0.31
Good Agreement
Stom)
11- Lower lip height (L.
4.65 ± 0.045 4.45 ± 0.071
0.945** -0.532 -4.30
.25
Good Agreement
Stomion to M’)
12- Lower third of
2.4 ± 0.28
2.4 ± 0.28
0.822**
1
.00
0
Agreement by chance
lower face (B’ to M’)
CCC; Concordance Index Coefficient, PCC; Pearson`s Correlation Coefficient, К; Kappa Cohen factor
*P<0.75; fair agreement
**P>0.75; excellent agreement
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Discussion
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A “patient positioning assembly” specially designed for this study
has been constructed to assure standardization of patient positioning during photographing, together with maintaining the
same position at different views. Moreover, further standardization was assured by taking the patients’ photographs in the “Natural Head Position” as reported by previous studies [17-21]. This
was guaranteed by the aid of the cephalostat in the patient positioning assembly.
Photographs at five different views were taken for each patient;
frontal at rest, profile at rest (right), 45 degrees at rest (right), profile at rest (left) and 45 degrees at rest (left); to construct full facial image. Previous studies, which focused on facial analysis and
manipulation of facial features to evaluate perception, depended
only on 2D images whether profile photographs [17-24], threequarter-view, smiling and non-smiling facial photographs [25],
while Seager et al., (2008) [26] used 3d MD camera capture system
to capture full facial images from ear to ear and under the chin.
The results of the current study showed excellent agreement
between the actual facial measurements and the constructed 3D
model in all measurements of the (FFFA) except for the “Interpupillary width”. This could be due to the difficulty in taking this
measurement without the patient moving his eyes.
Despite the fact that all measurements had excellent agreement
yet two of them were highly accurate than others and had greater
reproducibility, these were the “Mouth width” and the “Inter-canthus width”. Accordingly, the technique used in the current study
was reliable especially at the oral and circum-oral region.
As regards the (LFFA), results showed as well that excellent agreement was achieved for all measurements except for the “Frontal
prominence”, which was surprising and unexpected, as the points
were marked on the patients’ faces. But this could be explained
by the fact that the tragus is a soft movable tissue and could have
been moved by pressure from the outside caliber used during
measurements.
Inter-observer difference was tested, and showed that good agreement was found for all (FFFA), and (LFFA) of all patients, except
for the “Inter-pupillary” and “Frontal prominence” measurements. This was predictable because measurements were taken by
both observers without marking the points in advance, together
with the difficulty in registering the “Inter-pupillary” width due to
frequent eye mobility.

Conclusion
Based on the results of the current study, the presented technique
proved to be an accurate, reproducible and economic method for
3D model construction.
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